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MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
The comment is often made that “the journey begins from the time you commit
to going on the Camino”. Having just returned from a year-long journey I have
been musing on the thought of when does the journey end? Each Camino journey
has a destination, but is that the end of the journey?
I have also frequently heard the comment that “the return home is just the
beginning of the journey” and, in a way it is, a different one. Returning home,
and so called normality, is where the pilgrim puts into practice the lessons
learned on the Camino. The lessons learned are many and varied for each
individual, but they are valuable to each and every one of us, no matter how far,
or how long our journey took.
For some the lessons might have been learning patience, humility, or taking
things gently and for others they might have been learning to see the funny side
of things, sharing, or taking each day as it comes. There are many other lessons
that we could learn on the Way, but the Camino is, for all of us, a lesson in slowing down and an opportunity to learn about ourselves.
On the Camino we have time to reflect, to see the beauty around us, to learn to
communicate through language barriers, and to feel – to learn about our own
skills, abilities, and fears, and to rise to the many challenges put to us along the
way. This is one of the great gifts of the Camino, and it is acting on those
lessons learned on return that can be truly challenging. Maintaining that sense of
tranquillity in a busy world, slowing down so there is time to do the things you
enjoy, and be with those you love, and perhaps
extending yourself as you did on the Camino –
these are the challenges on returning that will
help to keep that ‘Camino feeling’ on resuming
daily life.
We are nearing the close of the ‘Camino season’, but there are still many on the road. We
have had some amazing adventures regaled in
our newsletters and this one doesn’t disappoint,
with two articles on the Camino Portugués,
wonderful reflections, and fabulous photos.
Enjoy.
Whether you are heading off on a Camino, returning to a new kind of journey or continuing
on the journey, may it be exciting, challenging,
and fruitful.
Peregrino statue,
Buen Camino.
Janet Leitch OAM (SA)

Monte de Gozo (behind
the last monument
commemorating the
Pope (it took Janet 5
visits to find it!)
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SONG FOR THE WAY
AND VIDEO
“Dear Friends of the Camino,
Last year I walked the Camino and wrote a beautiful song which I'd like to
share with you at http://www.maristmusic.org.au/home/
Michael Herry”
michael.herry@marists.org.au

A statue of St James on the outside
Santiago Cathedral

St James - the apostle pilgrims
have hugged on arrival at the Cathedral in
Santiago de Compostela for centuries

ALBERGUE ON THE CAMINO SANABRES
We have received notice about this albergue.
Email for more information or check the website.
ADJUNTO LA REVISTA Nº 16 DEL CAMINO SANABRES
QUE PODEIS VISUALIZAR TAMBIEN EN:
http://www.tuvozdigital.com/index.php/buen-camino/revista
Cover photo: Santa Semana (Belorado)
(see article on pages 14-15)
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CAMINO DE LEVANTE (VALENCIA – ZAMORA)

Levante map

In Spring of 2012, Mary
and I walked our first
Camino, most of the
Via de la Plata from
Seville. During that
time, a Camino companion, Lucian from
Belgium,
who
had
walked many Caminos,
told us that he had
walked the Levante
from Valencia 3 years
ago, and that it was a
very
beautiful
and
remote Camino. On our
return to Australia, and
as we reflected on our recent rich experience, we decided that we would
attempt this Camino in the Autumn of 2014.
Firstly, a summary of those things that we found most helpful in preparing for
this journey. The website for the Amigos Del Camino Santiago Communidad Valencia (http://www.vieiragrino.com/index.asp), while mostly Spanish, has a
quite detailed description of their 42 stages to Santiago. They publish an English
language guidebook with very detailed historical information and maps. However some of the days seemed much longer than the indicated distances. We
emailed the Amigos in 2013 and purchased a 2009 edition, which is largely
accurate, though affected in places by rail and road work. However we could
not contact them again in early 2014. They also have a downloadable GPX track
map. I synchronised this onto a small Magellan handheld GPS device, and this
was absolutely indispensable in the first weeks, when track marking was irregular. But carry spare lithium batteries! It was also essential for navigating out of
towns before daylight,
necessary on some of the longer days. Lots of useful and
current information can be
gleaned from forums and
blogs. To make some of the
days more manageable, we
planned 47 stages over 49
days, but some 40km days
were still unavoidable. Our
Spanish was too basic for a
phone, but while the Levante
was remote, there was plenty
of free Wifi for a small tablet.
Valencia: Cathedral departure point And it was remote: we only
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La Mancha windmills

met 3 pilgrims over the 800km
between Valencia and Zamora,
where the Levante ends and the
Sanabrés begins.

Back to the journey… The first section was south and then west,
climbing up to the expansive plains
of La Mancha. The walk out of
Valencia was not pretty, with much
rubbish strewn along the way. The
path passed through an industrial
estate, then into Silla, our first
stop. Our first day was only 15km,
but we were very hot and tired, and a little despondent. Unfortunately the first
5 days or so were all largely on bitumen. The second started with a beautiful
walk on roads through rice fields, with herons feeding on yabbies. The following
days were very hot too, and we started to pass through vast citrus orchards, with
the fruit not yet quite ripe. Xativa has an extraordinary castle on a small mountain overlooking the town. After a long day we caught a tourist tren up and took
in the views for an hour. The next day the scenery started to improve, as we
began to climb through hills to Moixent. Little accommodation was available
there, apart from a casa rural (Poblanche), 1km out of town, which however had
very restful gardens. There we were told there had been 2 pilgrims through
earlier in the week. The following day was quite short, and the path was still
climbing, to La Font de Figuera, where there was a new, very nice, municipal
albergue.
We had now finished climbing and entered the breathtaking expanses of La
Mancha. The path was now largely off bitumen and we walked along dirt back
roads and tracks. An occasional car or cyclist would pass, but generally we were
alone. The harvest was over and for many days ploughed fields stretched from
horizon to horizon, with only a few trees in sight. At one point on the way to
Chinchilla, there was only a single small tree to be seen in a world of red soil, a
sight which we discovered had captivated another pilgrim whom we met much
later. The towns would appear much closer than they really were which was
sometimes frustrating. And the towns were also very interesting, with many castles dominating the skyline along the way. Because of our poor Spanish we left
accommodation to chance, staying mostly at hostals, but also at albergues and
occasionally at polideportivos as the need arose. We were definitely walking in
the off-season, as we were almost always alone. However some of these towns
have no hostals and very small albergues, if any. If there was a festival, or more
pilgrims walking, it might have been difficult. However casa rurales are sometimes available but not listed in the guidebook. And peregrinos must be aware
that another Camino, the Sureste from Alicante, weaves in and out of the
Levante, and is often much better marked. We ignored the GPS after Minaya on
the way to San Clemente, and followed the clear yellow arrows for most of the
day until we realised our mistake.
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Some of the highlights on the way to Toledo were the endless grape harvest
after San Clemente, the Don Quixote windmills around Moto del Cuervo, and the
Plaza Major at Tembleque, surrounded by a uniquely carved wooden double
balcony. We had to be careful in the pre-dawn darkness, as tractors and large
trailers sped out to the fields. Some people were very kind. On two occasions
truck drivers stopped and loaded us up with ears of sweet corn and, later,
grapes, far too many to carry. And even this far from Santiago, most people
knew what we were doing, and would wish us “Buen viajae” which always lifted
our spirits. And coming upon the magnificent view of old Toledo in the bend of
the Tajo river was one of the defining moments of this Camino, and more than
compensated for a 40km day. However this day took a toll. Mary badly injured
her hip and had to take buses or taxis over the next few days until recovered.
The first few days out from Toledo were flat and rural, but after Escalona we
started to climb again, first through very beautiful pine forests to St Martin de
Valdeiglesias, which is quite close to Madrid, then through Cebreros to Avila.
These were some of the most beautiful walking days on the Levante. The path
led by the famous Toros de Guisanda, ancient stone bull sculptures, then
through delightful countryside. At Cebreros we met properly our first fellow
pilgrims, a Norwegian couple whom we had briefly encountered at Escalona.
They were doing the Camino a few weeks at a time each year. We realised how
much we had missed company, and until they departed a few days later at
Arevalo, we met every evening for tea. After I climbed the mountain behind
Cebreros, there was a locked gate which confused me, and I took a long detour.
However there is a right of way, and I should have climbed the gate. After that
we had a memorable evening at San Bartlome de Pinares, a hamlet nestled into
a hillside. There is one hostal, and the owners, a lovely couple, were amazingly
generous and hospitable. With the Norwegians, the hosts, and a few locals, we
had one of the most convivial evenings of the Camino. The walk from here to
Avila was stunning. The path followed cattle tracks through herds of very large
cows and calves, which I treated warily, but they were very docile. The weather
was good and the views spectacular.
Avila was also breathtaking,
with its old city walls perfectly intact. The stage
after Avila was to the tiny
village of Gottarendura, St
Therese’s birthplace. The
walk was along dirt roads
through magnificent rural
scenery. Several towering
granite crosses stood by the
path in glorious isolation.
Then a thunderstorm burst
and we walked in pouring
rain for the last 2 hours,
arriving at Gottarendura
very cold and wet. However
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there we were surprised to
discover a very modern and
well-appointed albergue. The
only café shut at 3pm, but
opened for pilgrims in the
evening if required. In the
end we had a cosy evening,
after the only serious rain we
encountered on the Levante
section.
The walking thereafter was
muddy, as we had been a few
days behind the rain. The
countryside was largely flat,
and quite green. The towns
Toledo
were, as always, fascinating.
Arevalo had many interesting churches, including one surmounted by a statue of
a black Christ. Sheep statues on the cathedral bell tower at Medina del Campo
attested to the importance of the wool industry. Toro, with its many churches
and monuments, is perched high up over the intact Roman bridge spanning the
Duero river, and it was a steep climb after a 30km day. We met only our third
pilgrim on this section, Frank from Germany, and with whom we shared several
meals. On the last day into Zamora, the way followed the Duero river. Apparently many people get lost coming into
Zamora, but with my GPS and Frank’s
Avila
guidebook, we had little
trouble. As at Toro, we crossed another
magnificent Roman bridge to enter the
beautiful and well cared for old city of
Zamora. The cathedral has as its symbol the Lamb of God, an image which I
had not encountered in Spain before,
but which reminded me of my school
days.
It was a great relief to have arrived
safely at Zamora, and to have completed the Levante section. The people and
the weather had been very kind. But
there was still another 400km ahead on
the Sanabrés that had to be traversed
to arrive at Santiago.
Peter & Mary Dash (QLD)

Zamora: Lamb of God
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MY CURRENT CAMINO - THE PORTUGUÉS
2015 has seen me walking my third Camino in
three years. I am not sure what this means,
apart from the fact that I have become addicted to the experience.
This year’s Camino followed the Caminos
Francés in 2013 and Mozárabe Via de la Plata in
2014, and was the relatively short Camino Portugués from Porto to Santiago de Compostela
(approximately 250 kilometres over 10 days). My
walking companion was my son Paul, who is just
over half my age and quite a bit fitter.
While the Portugués is the second most
travelled Camino, it does not have anywhere
near the numbers of pilgrims that are found on
Barcelos cockerel
the Francés. I also noticed the walker demographic had changed, with many Portugués walkers together with a pilgrims from
Brazil, (probably because of the common language). There were the usual Germans and Dutch, although for the first time I noticed a significant number of
Russian walkers and very few Canadians and Americans. I note that the above
comment on demographics relate to walkers that I encountered and that other
pilgrims may not have had the same experience.
For an Australian walking in Portugal and Spain, the most disappointing part of
the experience was the eucalyptus trees that are planted almost continuously
from Porto to Santiago de Compostela. While there are lots of oaks, elms and
other European native trees, the numbers fade into insignificance when
compared with the eucalyptus plantings.
Another difference on the Portugués is the absence of storks. Every church
should have at least one stork nest, but apparently they do not breed along the
west coast of Spain and Portugal. I have not sighted any storks west of Sarria on
the Camino Francés. Also the
cuckoo, our constant companMedieval bridge over Rio Ave
ions on previous Caminos were
missing. Cuckoos were heard
only on two occasions over the
10-day walk.
There are some lovely towns
and villages on this Camino,
and an abundant supply of accommodation from Porto to
Santiago, with the route well
marked. If no yellow arrow,
AFotC Newsletter #14 September 2015
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Five crosses, Madalena (Spain)

Bronze bull, Ponte de Lima

look for a blue arrow pointing in
the opposite direction—they
mark the pilgrimage route to
Fatima in Portugal. Eating in
Portugal is generally cheaper
than in Spain, and I recommend
the buttered toast for breakfast and the custard tarts sold everywhere. The cobbles made hard walking, particularly the first day coming out of Porto, which is
cobbles for almost the entire route. If you are going to take on the cobbles,
make sure that you have good strong boot soles. Soft runners will result in sore
feet. Also it is a good idea to walk with somebody who has a similar pace.
Mass this year was a relatively quiet affair, as last year we walked into a Mass
conducted by an Australian Cardinal (not sure if I should mention his name as he
seems to be relatively unpopular at the moment). The pomp and ceremony that
went with the previous Mass were missing although the botafumeiro was swung.
Perhaps here I should address the one question that I have not fully answered
for myself… "Why do I keep walking caminos?". It may be the simplicity of life
that goes with walking a Camino. It could be the acquaintances formed and
friends made while walking. It may be the the opportunity to mix with other
cultures and appreciate the points of view of others. It may be the religious side
of the experience, although not being Catholic leaves me unqualified to have an
opinion. It may also be the simple act of walking with friends. Perhaps the
answer will become clearer on my next Camino.
Peunte del Burgo over Rio Lerez, Pontevedra

Finally, on leaving Santiago, I
travelled with my wife to Burgos and spent a night there. It
was very different being in
Burgos as a tourist and not a
pilgrim. Watching pilgrims
arriving, socialising and interacting left me feeling like an
outsider.
John Mapleson (VIC)
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CAMINO COMPROMISES
“Everyone walks their own Camino.”
How often I’ve heard this truism and even been heard to utter it myself. But
each person’s Camino is also defined by a set of ‘norms’ of what is considered a
‘real’ Camino. Walkers versus cyclists, those with support vehicles and those who
trudge every step personally, those in groups, those using supplementary buses
etc. It’s often the subject of much debate among pilgrims and even the hospitaleros who find themselves the gatekeepers, having to decide who is a ‘real
pilgrim’ and who is not, though this part of the hospitalero’s job has greatly
diminished now with the advent of so many other accommodation options all
along the Camino Francés.
When Rob and I set off to walk from Sahagún to Finisterre in April it was like returning to see an old friend. Having first met in Belorado in 1999, the Camino has
always held a special place in our hearts and we have since walked it several
times, both alone and with each other, in 2000, 2001, 2005, 2011 and 2014. In
the intervening years, I have undergone various repair jobs, including a shiny new
titanium knee, so I was trying to be realistic about what I would be able to
manage. In addition to this, we were walking to celebrate 16 years together and
mark the beginning of a new stage of life in semi-retirement. Our 2015 Camino
turned out to be an exercise in compromise and acceptance that in retrospect
was no bad thing, although at the time I felt I could probably do with fewer
‘character-building experiences’.
We chose to start from Sahagún as that was where I’d been forced to abandon
my 2011 Camino with knee problems. We wanted to walk through to Finisterre
because I’d only ever taken the bus before and Rob had recently walked there at
the end of last year and wanted to share it with me. In past Caminos I had managed 20-25kms a day fairly easily, even at times pushing it out to 30kms, though
not willingly!
Our first night in Sahagún was a delight – an excellent meal shared with an Australian GP and 77 year old American yachtsman called Shannon had us feeling
that the old Camino magic was still working as we settled down to sleep in the
municipal refugio. Shannon’s saying for the night was: “Elsewhere is my favourite
place!”
Day 1 and I stepped out brightly for
the first 15kms before falling in
something of a heap for the last
3kms into El Burgo Ranero, in spite
of eating a ‘second breakfast’ and
taking lots of rest breaks. Deciding
that I just needed to build up some
fitness and/or recover fully from
the long flight from home, we set
AFotC Newsletter #14 September 2015

Trudging down to Riego de Ambros
in the rain, still with full backpack.
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off the next day to Mansilla de las Mulas and
again I bowled along well for 15kms and
then all but ground to a halt before limping
the final 3kms into town. Annoyed with myself for seeming to hit this ‘wall’ each day,
we went out to eat in a place where we
were the only customers – always a worry –
and we should have listened to our instincts
and left, as both of us suffered a bout of
gastro afterwards – something that hardly
ever happens to us anywhere.
Weakened by the gastro, we decided to take
the bus to Leon to stay with the Madres
Benedictinas, where we spent an hour
debating whether to walk on without my pack, walk on without either pack or
take the bus. Option 3 won and there began what I saw as my descent into being
‘not a real pilgrim’.

Stepping out with just a day pack

The next day we took the early bus to Astorga to make up for lost time and try
to get a feeling of really being under way. I walked to El Ganso (16kms) feeling
sort of OK by this time, so made the mistake of pushing on to Rabanal. A pattern
was beginning to emerge that after about 15kms my legs just seem not to want
to go on. For the next few days we battled on until a chance meeting over a
lemonade with a lovely white-haired American grandmother, who told me
confidingly that her pack weighed as much as her young grandson whom she
looks after regularly at home. “But when he gets too much for me, I drop him off
at Daycare!” she announced. “And I do the same with my pack. I send it on to
the next albergue!” How easily I was convinced to make use of this excellent
service! Step 2 of my slide into the iniquity of being a ‘not real pilgrim’!
Up until now, the effort of just getting there had left me too exhausted to look
outward or think about very much beyond survival. Suddenly I found I was able
to stride along next to Rob and TALK – rather than huffing along like a grampus
20 metres in the rear. We arrived reasonably early each day after only doing
15kms, so that there was plenty of time to do the usual chores (and dry things
out), see the town, enjoy a drink and chat to fellow pilgrims. I had time to see
and enjoy those inimitable Spanish notices like: “The responsable (hospitalero) is
in the bar” and “Private room with Bach.”
By the time we’d entered Galicia I was learning to enjoy this new way of pilgrimage, although still suffering from moments of guilt and frustration at my physical
shortcomings. Once things became less of a struggle however, I began to enjoy
writing our ‘placemat poetry’ (travel haiku) again. Over dinner in the Gastrobar
(!!) in Trabadelo I wrote:
Going back again
Can’t recapture that old mood
The Zen river flows.
Page 11
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After that we enjoyed a “lovely springy 9kms to Ruitelan where Rob strode on to
O Cebreiro while I ate a bocadillo in the Café Rosa and waited for my taxi.” Yes!
My corruption was now complete – I’d rung for a taxi. And it felt a bit less dreadful but still a disappointment to me.
O Cebreiro calls
With faint gaitas, curling mists
And steaming caldo.
As we neared Santiago the rain was pretty persistent, so we passed the kilometres inventing cryptic Shakespearean crossword clues – something I could only
have considered with my new-found freedom with no pack and shorter distances.
Examples? 1. German car for your Spanish uncle? 2. You left one in super plane.
3. The year barely starts and the opera singer loses her Ring. 4. Evil right in the
middle of love. 5. Occupational therapist’s greeting. (Answers on next page!)
So what were those Camino compromises again?
Only walking 15kms a day: the worst part was having to explain every day on
arrival why we had only walked such a short distance. It seemed to be rubbing
my ‘disability’ in when what I had to learn was (somewhat Pollyanna-like) to
appreciate what I AM able to do. One great loss was our inability to form a
‘Camino family’ as everyone walked much further than us each day.
Taking buses and taxis: I did this when recovering from gastro, to avoid O
Cebreiro which I felt was too much of a burden for my tender knees and to allow
Rob to detour to Samos, which he’d never seen and I had.
Using backpack transport: this was a big one, as during our year as hospitaleros
in 2001, Rob and I had often been faced with pilgrims arriving without their
packs and getting all the beds before the ones carrying everything arrived. It was
an ongoing subject of debate in which I had often railed at the ‘unfairness’ of
those doing the hard yards missing out on the beds – and hot water. With the
proliferation of private albergues now this is not such an issue, but old habits die
hard and I still felt like a bit of a fake.
It’s important to realise that all these factors are arbitrarily self-imposed standards. The trouble is that I know they are standards I once held dear, and they are
rather more important (or so I thought) than other standards like not wanting to
move into elastic-waisted clothing. In John Brierley’s terms, I think I learned
some mighty ‘angelic lessons’ about checking and balancing problem situations
and using whatever means available to
Rob and Ines arriving at the approach to
get around them.
Finisterre – with NO pack

Another journal entry: “Walking and
talking – an addiction or cure? A basis
for marriage or grounds for divorce?”
And though I had wailed “Nunca mais!”
many times (“Never again!”) we find
ourselves already wondering whether
the Camino Portugués mightn’t just be
do-able in a couple of years’ time.
Ines Jewell (VIC)
AFotC Newsletter #14 September 2015
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Celebrating the Saint’s Day in Maldon, Victoria
Every year in darkest central Victoria, 25 July is celebrated in style with a
hardy group of past pilgrims, prospective pilgrims and those with a general
interest in the Camino gathering at our place in Maldon. We provide the
steaming caldo gallego and a tarta de Santiago, but the guests provide the
food and wine and it’s always a real feast! And every year in addition to the
shared meal, there’s a talk of some description. Past topics have included
pilgrim hospitality, the Camino versus a long distance hike, a look at why
people go again and again, talks from recently returned pilgrims and even a
shadow puppet play of the Legend of Santo Domingo!
This year has seen Rob walking twice in the space of six months – the whole
Camino Francés on his own in November-December last year upon being made
redundant at work (one of those compass-bearing moments in life) and again
in April-May this year from Sahagún to Finisterre with me. These were both
very, very different experiences… (see previous article).
On his solo walk last year he wrote an extensive journal which included a daily
haiku poem – one of those tiny Japanese verses of seventeen syllables, three
lines of five, then seven, then five syllables. Haiku are the perfect medium
for distilling the essence of an experience – a landscape, emotion, smell or
sound. Rob has now compiled these 34 haiku into a slim volume and illustrated it with pencil sketches made all along the way. Called ‘a Way with
words’, each entry is accompanied by a short explanation of place.
Now I’m just trying hard to remember that the word ‘compromise’ contains
within it the word ‘promise’ – and I take that to mean the promise of another
Camino somehow or another!
Ines Jewell (VIC)

‘a Way with words’ is available from
robjorritsma@hotmail.com ($25 + P+P)

GRAFFITI
(Castilla y Leon)

On the way to the
truth you can make
two mistakes –
not going the whole
way or not starting
out at all.
Shakespearean crossword
answers from page 12:
1. Mercutio
2. Juliet
3. Tybalt
4. Orsino
5. Othello.
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EASTER PILGRIMS: SEMANA SANTA ON THE CAMINO FRANCES—A PHOTOSTORY
A sombre and intimidating atmosphere was created by the procession
of drummers rhythmically striking
their drums with passion and energy. Participants marched in various
outfits including medieval penitential
robes of cloak, tunic and conical
shaped hood to hide the face and
keep the wearers identical and anonymous. Heavy floats decorated with
flowers, gold, silver, candles and
fabric bearing statues and sculptures
were carried along with practised
precision. This was our experience
walking the Camino Francés during
Easter. We witnessed dramatic,
solemn and colourful processions in
Logroño, Santo Domingo and Belorado and if you happen to be on your
Camino at this time, you are likely to
find similar parades in most towns
and villages.
Bruce and Isabel Nankivell (SA)
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CAMINHO DO MAR – SINTRA TO SANTIAGO, APRIL 2015
Our family are more travellers than pilgrims – long distance ‘cycling across
borders’ by preference, raising funds for the worldwide, medical-aid work of
Médecins Sans Frontières…
Sintra to Ericeira, 2 April – 27km, 436m climbing
Our Caminho (with wife Elly and ‘gap –year’ son Jordy) began in Sintra near
Lisbon, on ex-rental bicycles purchased locally. Pedalling towards the coast,
we hit the beach at the picturesque blue-and-white painted, surfing town of
Ericeira. With no pre-booked accommodation, we tried the council camping
ground. Did they see us coming… “We only have 1 cabin…there is a one-night
premium…an Easter Week premium…and a government tax”?!
Ericeira to Obidos, Good Friday 3 April – 65km, 764m climbing
Turning inland, it was one village after another with seemingly unkempt parcels
of rock-fenced paddocks between. Past Torres Vedras, it was blue gum plantations and brickworks to a hilltop village with well-located church steps for a
picnic lunch. Jordy promptly fell asleep, the church cross above him providing a
scene reminiscent of the journey to Calvary! Appropriately, later at Obidos we
joined the ‘Stations of the Cross’ procession. The evening was completed by a
candlelit, funereal march around the tiny streets, accompanied by a haunting
dirge performed by the town’s booming brass band. Unforgettable.
Obidos, 4 April
Caldas de Reinha has a bountiful fruit and veg market, and a serene botanical
gardens with Portugal’s first dedicated, but little visited, art gallery housing
the works of famous ‘Naturalism’ artist Jose Malhoa, the ‘painter of Portuguese
people’. In contrast, the nearby ‘Gardens of Art and Peace’, at a very rich
man’s winery, are well touristed. The gardens were commenced after the Taliban destroyed the giant Buddhas of Bamiyan. Incensed at the wanton destruction, he recreated the statues, amongst contemporary art installations, vines
and cork trees. It is someIn front of Coimbra Cathedral
thing between tacky theme
park and a culture lover’s
gift to the masses.
Obidos, Easter Sunday 5
April
Jordy has a theory that
after rest days it is hard to
get motivated to resume
cycling! This day-off was
spent at the (monthly)
Obidos
flea
market.
There’s some junk about…
all over the world!
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Top: Near Torres Vedras
Bottom: Shell font
inside Coimbra
Cathedral

Obidos to Leiria, 6 April – 69km, 743m
climbing
The twist with travel? We temporarily
step out of our everyday life, but the
clock doesn’t stop and meaningful
events occur in absentia. An overnight
email informed me my long-ago English
teacher had died suddenly. Tearfully, I
followed the others past the yellow
Caminho arrows, to the famous monastery towns of Alcobaca and Batahla. The
former complex is the more impressive
to visit: the austere interiors belie the
fact the monks led ‘colourful’ lifestyles
by the early 1800s when they were sent
packing by the disillusioned local community! In nearby Leiria we were also
decadent, eating dessert first at a café
dedicated to Nutella. Bike-riding food!

Leiria to Coimbra, 7 April—76km,
1054m climbing
An unspectacular sector; we hugged the
shoulder of the major arterial IC2, trusting the truckies for a wide berth. With
few exceptions Portuguese drivers are
considerate on the road. (However,
tragically two weeks later 5 walking
pilgrims were killed by a car on this
section.) After Pombal Jordy mastered
his phone internet mapping, so backroads to Conimbriga (‘best Roman ruins’ in
Iberia) and Coimbra (stunning university city with miradouro/views).
Coimbra, 8 April
Sightseeing: the Cathedral for the obligatory pilgrim stamps with bonus free
entry; the 750 year old university campus which dominates the city with several
museums to visit; and, a ‘fado’ concert (a musical style performed by male
musicians who are students or ex-students of the university). The trio’s most
beautiful song was ‘The Farewell Ballad of the Graduating Law Students of
Coimbra 1988/89.’ My university cohort upon graduating in the 1980s only
produced a rudely captioned t-shirt!
Coimbra to Sao Joao, 9 April - 99km, 1292m climbing
The Caminho northwards is well-marked, and initially gentle cycling though
after Agueda the roller-coaster begins. But a delight to ride! For some sections
through blue gum plantations it was mountain-biking material, in towns it was
road-racing on smooth-running bitumen, and in between some touring on paths
following creeks and railways.
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Sao Joao to Porto, 10 April - 39km, 637m climbing
A leisurely breakfast, flat tyre, steep trail section, views worth stopping for over
Porto (Portu) from the Gaia (Gal) side of the river, and stamps at the Cathedral
meant a late arrival at our airbnb accommodation. Heeding a recommendation
from our host for authentic ‘mountain’ Portuguese cuisine, we ate like monarchs
for under $10 a head: soup, sizzling served-at-the-table beef loin, rabbit stew,
and pork schnitzel complemented by the ubiquitous Portuguese potatoes and
salad. The best value, best tasting food in the country!
Porto, Saturday 11 April
First stop the market – loaves and fishes of a hundred varieties. (Does it all get
sold, and what happens to it when it isn’t?) The day’s highlight was sporting – a
soccer match between the famous FC Porto and their lesser known Rio Ave
neighbours. Security outnumbered the latter’s supporters but a riot was unlikely
as the continuous Porto chanting and drums inspired a comfortable win.
Porto, 12 April
The Bolsa Palace, built as the stock exchange in the mid-1800s, is the most visited attraction in northern Portugal. The interiors, fittings and furnishings are
superb, especially in the Moorish-styled drawing room. Pictures tell a thousand
words here, except they will not translate the three Arabic inscriptions repeated
throughout the ornate painted plasterwork: ‘Praise to Allah’, ‘Allah Above All’,
and ‘Allah protects the Queen’. In this ultra-Catholic country almost two centuries ago ecumenical tolerance was expressed most vividly. If only we could live it
today… God-adherents and non-adherents alike.
Douro River, 13 April
The spectacular train trip to Pinhao follows the broad, winding Douro River upstream through a valley of ancient, terraced vineyards. Elly and I curbed our
imbibing to one winery; we have yet to be informed what Jordy likes less than
wine-tasting, but evidently there is “only one thing”?!
Porto to Barcelos, 14 April – 86km, 915m climbing
All seemed perfect on our 55km run up the inland
Caminho to Barcelos, but when
we ticked over the 55km we were
20km away… on the coastal route.
Beware! We followed the yellow
arrows diligently, and our overpriced, useless Caminho map, but
the annoyance was brief as the
mainly off-road path had been
enjoyable, picturesque, and of
easy-moderate difficulty. Rural
landscape sounds and smells
dominated: silage-making, timber
harvesting… and tractors outnumbered walking pilgrims.
AFotC Newsletter #14 September 2015

Moorish room at Porto’s
Bolsa Palace
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Braga and Barcelos, 15 April
Braga - spacious and clean with a heavy dollop of upmarket shops…for a university town. The architecture is great, covers all periods, and there are lots of
attractions – but for some reason it didn’t grab us. But Barcelos did – especially
the town statue of its mascot cockerel.
Barcelos to Tui, 16 April – 81km, 947m climbing
The centuries old, Barcelos Thursday market transforms the town square into
densely-packed stalls selling everything from composting crickets to clothes,
from pet parrots to produce. A local told us that over generations, families buy
from the same seller’s passed-down stall. The Caminho to Ponte de Lima is a
lovely mix of brook-side and forest trail, and village streets. From there we
chose the main road towards Tui; a 5km slow climb to begin, with roadside entertainment of granite stonemasons crafting sculptures and ornaments. OH&S
wasn’t a priority - the artisan injury-rate must be high? Cold and drizzly in the
afternoon, we were pleased to arrive to our Tui albergia.
Tui to Santiago, 17 April – 117km, 883m climbing
Arrived Santiago with beaming smiles, after eight hours of cycling and absolutely
soaking wet. Again the trail was appealing, but occasionally we took to the main
road to move more quickly, and not scare quite so many pilgrim walkers as we
cycled up behind them! The rain held off until the last 10km – then we were
bucketed on. It was some welcome to town… and the Cathedral Square. Immediately registering at the Pilgrims’ Office, we
obtained our certificates of completion
(see photo), ticking ‘spiritual’ as our purpose rather than ‘religious’ or ‘tourist’.
Total km ridden = 661; Total m climbing =
7661.Would we do it again? Yes, tomorrow!
A wise pilgrim anonymously scribbled on a
wall on the outskirts of Santiago: “Life is a
journey; travelling lives it twice”.
Santiago de Compostela, Saturday 18 April
The midday Pilgrims’ Mass at the Cathedral
was in Spanish, though we understood the
warning not to take photos or video!
‘Nodding off’ during the sermon was
probably taking the Spanish siesta practice
a bit too far? But it was a recovery day,
before our Camino travelling continued…to
Arles in France…
Michael Greenham (VIC)
(Editor’s Note: for the full travels of
the Greenham family see
www.cyclingacrossborders.wordpress.com)
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Brought back from the conference in Galicia (see
last issue) - many pamphlets advertising other
Camino routes. Here are some of them – maybe
you might be inspired to try one. Janet
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Pilgrim prayer from the Mass at Los
Arcos
“Be for us a companion on our journey
The guide on our intersections
The strengthening during fatigue
The fortress in danger
The resource on our itinerary
The shadow in our heat
The light in our darkness

Contributions to the Camino Chronicle always welcome!
Send to the Editor at bell.alison*optusnet.com.au
(replace * with @ to avoid spam).
December issue: deadline November 1.
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